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Introduction

For most organizations, freelancers don’t really have a home 

within their business. They interact with hiring managers and 

are passed between HR, finance, legal, and operations, but 

the process is extremely fragmented and siloed. And this isn’t 

just a problem for the freelancers themselves. 

Each of your internal teams that interact with freelancers 

is feeling the pain too, and a lot of the time they don’t 

even realize how painful it actually is. They spend a lot of 

their time on manual freelance admin, lengthy onboarding 

processes, updating spreadsheets, and verifying that all 



of the information they have is correct. They’re probably resigned to it all 

because you need to work with freelancers as a business, and someone has 

to do the work to support that need.

But what if that wasn’t true? What if we could take the admin off your hands 

so that your teams could focus on smarter resource planning, forecasting for 

future needs, and optimizing your workforce? 

Worksome is an all-in-one FMS that automates admin work, improves 

communication between internal teams around your freelancers, and gives 

you one central place to view and manage your freelancers. With Worksome 

you’re never hunting for information and your teams are always aligned. 

There are a lot of benefits to implementing Worksome, but you’re probably 

most interested in how it’s going to make your life easier. We’ve broken out 

the benefits by function to help you learn about the benefits of Worksome 

from your perspective, as quickly as possible.
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01.
Worksome for 
HR

Faster hiring and onboarding, better 
talent for your org

“I am a happy user, and would describe my 
experience with the platform as very good. It’s 
not worth comparing this to typical freelance 
software services, as Worksome rather functions 
as a prolonged arm within our staff - and 
knowing that the resources are skilled and that 
local compliance standards are sorted makes 
this the best option for this type of recruitment 
of personnel out there.”

Read more reviews here →

Faster hiring speed and an improved employee 

and freelancer experience
High recruiting costs →

Automated admin means onboarding 

freelancers in minutes, instead of days or 

weeks 

Onboarding freelancers can take days or 

weeks because of compliance and your teams 

typically want them to start very quickly
→

A detailed freelancer profile so that you can be 

more confident that you have the right talent 

for each job

Lack of documented visibility into each 

freelancer’s history or background, making 

the selection process for each freelance job 

challenging

→

Build a pool of Trusted Contacts in the 

platform, so that it’s easy to re-hire freelancers 

with one click and you always have the talent 

you need

Sourcing and vetting new freelance candidates 

for each job is a never-ending process →

One centralized view into sourcing and hiring, 

eliminating back and forth between teams 

Internal back and forth on each candidate 

makes hiring a lengthy process →

How Worksome could make your life easierYour freelancer frustrations

https://www.capterra.com/p/231133/Worksome/reviews/3197273/


02.
Worksome for 
hiring managers

A central location for freelancer 
communications and a better experience 
for your freelancers and internal teams

“Prior to using Worksome, we had a fragmented 
system that naturally led to inefficiencies and 
confusion as to which freelancers were active vs. 
those who had exited the business. Now that it’s 
centralized we can look at what we’re spending, 
where we’re spending, and who we need to hire. 
We can look at what the future of resourcing can 
be, better serve our clients, and reduce stress 
for our teams during busy times”

Matt McLaughlin
Head of Resourcing, - North America,
Oliver Agency

Check out the Oliver Agency case study here →

How Worksome could make your life easierYour freelancer frustrations

Improved hiring speed and a great experience for 

your employees and freelancers

Slow hiring speed and a bad experience for your 

employees and freelancers →

One central location for all communication with 

your teams around each freelancer and with your 

freelancers themselves

Too many channels of communication (emails, 

phone calls, slack, etc) with your freelancers 

and the teams that manage them, leading to 

misunderstandings and inefficient communication

→

Automated admin means onboarding freelancers in 

minutes, instead of days or weeks 

Onboarding freelancers can take days or weeks 

because of things like compliance and worker 

classification, and sometimes you can’t afford to 

wait that long 

→

Continuously build a pool of trusted freelance 

contacts, eliminating the need to source new 

freelancers or track down old ones you’ve worked 

with and reducing the costs of working with 

recruiters

Constantly sourcing new freelancers takes up a lot 

a lot of time and work can involve high recruiting 

costs
→

One centralized area to store all information for 

each freelancer, removing back and forth between 

different departments 

Getting all the information your finance and legal 

departments need for each freelance hire involves a 

lot of back and forth
→

https://www.worksome.com/post/a-better-bottom-line-and-smarter-resource-planning-how-worksome-helps-oliver-stays-ahead-of-the-curve


03.
Worksome for 
compliance & 
legal

Worker classification in minutes and 
indemnification to minimize risks

Worksome will help you classify each and every 
one of your workers, employees, or independent 
contractors. With Worksome Classify you can 
always be confident that you’re compliant with 
regulations around worker classification.

Learn more about Worksome Classify →

How Worksome could make your life easierYour freelancer frustrations

You can be confident that you’re hiring compliantly 

with federal and state laws

The more countries and states your company 

manages freelancers in, the harder it is for you 

to keep up with international and local worker 

classification guidelines

→

Indemnification for interest, taxes, and penalties, 

to minimize risk on your end in the event of 

misclassification 

The risk of getting worker classification wrong is 

large, with steep penalties and fines if you get it 

wrong
→

Worker classification in minutes, removing the 

lengthy aspects of the classification process

Worker classification is a lengthy process that 

involves a lot of paperwork and time →

Classification is determined through Worksome, 

removing the need for a middle man and making the 

process simpler

Worker classification requires a middle man and 

other tools involved, making the classification 

process lengthier and more frustrating
→

Classification is taken care of during the onboarding 

of a freelancer, so you never have to worry about it 

afterward

Hiring managers are hiring freelancers from 

different states and countries and without 

compliance consideration, all without any sort of 

process

→

https://www.worksome.com/worker-classification


04.
Worksome for 
operations

One central location for freelance 
management and reduced admin

Oliver Agency saved

$30k/yr &

3.85hrs/contract

on freelance admin

Estimate your savings with our ROI calculator →

How Worksome could make your life easierYour freelancer frustrations

One central and up-to-date system to keep track of all 

the freelancers in your business at any given time 

Lack of visibility into how many freelancers you have 

at any given time →

Removal of admin and internal back and forth means 

you’re able to better forecast your future resource 

needs

Strategic resource planning is impossible because 

you’re spending so much time trying to get a handle on 

what your current freelance workforce looks like
→

Save time and money by automating processes across 

all of your teams

Inefficient processes that slow you down, too many 

systems, disconnected workflows, and no central 

location for all your freelancer information

→

Speed, lower operating and hiring costs, and a better 

employee and freelancer experience

High operating costs and a negative experience for 

both your freelancers and your internal teams that 

manage them

→

Ongoing insights and reporting that are customizable 

and automated through the platform

Lack of clear insights into budgeting, spend, freelancer 

count, or general freelance operations →

https://www.worksome.com/calculator


05.
Worksome for 
finance

Full visibility into freelance spend and 
reduced operational costs

It’s hard to get an accurate grasp on your 
freelancer spend when you don’t have good 
reporting. Learn more about the different areas 
where better visibility is a must.

Learn more →

Your freelancer frustrations How Worksome could make your life easier

Up to date payment information in one location, to 

remove the internal back and forth

Inaccurate, incomplete, or outdated information 

from hiring managers, HR, and operations that 

makes processing freelancer payments needlessly 

complicated

→

One central location for all freelancer billing and 

payments and no more time wasted on internal 

alignment

Time wasted on aligning the departments that 

manage your freelancers →

One central location into freelancer and recruiter 

costs for you, and full visibility into payment 

statuses for your teams

No visibility into freelancer and recruiter costs →

Automate payments with streamlined approvals, so 

you never need to worry about payments again

Manual payments that accounts payable wastes 

time following up on →

More efficient processes that reduce internal 

operational costs and hiring costs

High operational and hiring costs associated with 

freelancers →

Batch invoices make invoicing a quick and efficient 

process, regardless of how many invoices you have

Paying invoices individually is a tedious and 

inefficient process that includes back and forth with 

hiring managers

→

Simpler audits when all invoices are done in in 

batches in one system

Audits can be difficult because of large amounts 

of invoices, duplicate invoices, and inconsistent 

information

→

https://www.worksome.com/post/what-should-freelance-management-actually-look-like-4-areas-for-better-reporting-visibility


06.
Worksome for 
everyone

When everyone’s in the same system, working 
with freelancers is actually pretty simple and 
easy. Think about how much time you could 
save if you always had access to everything in 
this graphic whenever you needed it, instead 
of having to chase any of it down or verify that 
everything you were working off of was up to 
date. Sounds easier, right?

Uniting everyone into 
one freelancer process



07.
Improving the freelancer 
experience

Many freelancers came from traditional 9-5 jobs, and most of them went 

freelance for specific reasons. Understanding this and catering their experience 

to their wants and needs is crucial to ensure that they stay happy and produce 

their best work. They also understand that the playing field has tilted in their 

favor, quite a bit, due to the Great Resignation and the current talent shortage.

Freelancers are often experts in their field. Many of them worked full-time in 

that field for years before taking on clients of their own. But agencies that see 

freelancers as a less important part of their resourcing strategy typically treat 

them as less important than their full-time workers. And these companies will 

often have trouble getting their best freelancers to to accept future projects from 

them as a result of this.

Top 5 tips to give your 
freelancers a better 
experience
Taking the below factors into consideration will help you 
land the best freelance talent out there and help ensure they 
keep accepting whatever projects of yours come their way.

Treat them as well as you treat your full-time employees2. 
Put as much thought into their experience with you as you put 
into your FTEs3. 
Create a culture where freelancers are seen as a strategic group 
of resources for your company, not an afterthought (both with 
your internal teams and your freelancers themselves)

4. 

Enable them to do their best work by letting them work however 
is best for them and trusting them to do so autonomously5. 

1. Pay them on time



08.
Getting started

If you need something a little more tangible to understand a solution’s value, 

read about how we helped global customer OLIVER save 3.85 hours per contract 

and $30k per year on admin costs by implementing Worksome. Or if you want a 

better idea of what your potential savings would be with Worksome, our savings 

calculator can give you an idea based on how many independent contractors you 

use, how long it takes to get them from sourcing to onboarding, and the hourly 

costs for your hiring managers. 

Learn more by requesting your personalized Worksome demo. Someone on our 

team will walk you through your pain points around freelancers, and how exactly 

Worksome would be able to alleviate them for you.

Go to www. worksome.com/demo and book your demo today.

https://www.worksome.com/post/a-better-bottom-line-and-smarter-resource-planning-how-worksome-helps-oliver-stays-ahead-of-the-curve
https://www.worksome.com/post/a-better-bottom-line-and-smarter-resource-planning-how-worksome-helps-oliver-stays-ahead-of-the-curve
https://www.worksome.com/calculator
https://www.worksome.com/calculator
https://www.worksome.com/demo
http://www. worksome.com/demo

